
Technical Rider WILD LIFE by Markus Stockhausen 
Parma, 2019 
 
Markus Stockhausen, tp, flh, electronics 
Simon Stockhausen, keyboards, electronics, sax 
Florian Weber, piano, electronics 
Martin Stegner, viola 
Michelangelo Flammia, electric bass 
Christian Thomé, drums, electronics 
Bodek Janke, drums, tabla 
 

 
If possible quadrophonic sound system around the public, 
on high stands, else stereo. 
 
9 monitors (Markus and Simon stereo), for Christian Thomé 
only mix to headphones. 
 
Simon Stockhausen (keyb., electr., sax) 
2x Output from RME audio interface, symmetric jack outputs  
1 condenser mike for saxophone 
4 x mains 
 
from the main mixer sends of all other musicians to Simon 
please, extremely imprtant because of live sampling 
 
Markus Stockhausen (tp, flh, electr.) 
1 condenser mike 
2 x line out (stereo) from RME audio Interface, symmetric jack 

outputs 
1 x mains 

 
Florian Weber (piano, fender rhodes) 
Grand piano tuned to 442 hz, 2-3 good condenser mikes or 
good pick up system 
Fender Rhodes tuned to 442 hz 
2 x line out (stereo) from audio interface with 2 DI - boxes for 
electronics 



1 x mains 

 
Martin Stegner (viola, electr.) 
1 line, brings his own dpa mike 
 
Michelangelo Flammia (e- bass) 
1 Gallien Krueger GT700RB-II Bass top 
1 Gallien-Krueger Goldline 210GLX 2x10 bass speaker 

cabinet Lines 3  
1 bass stand for e-bass 
 
Christian Thomé (dr, electr.)  
a good acoustic jazz drumset, Sonor Lite or similar 
 
・ 1 bassdrum (18" oder 20") 
・ 1 snaredrum (14") 
・ 1 tomtom (10" or 12") 
・ 1 floor tom (14") with legs, no hanging tom! 
・ all necessary stands and parts, with drum keys 
・ skins: Remo Weather King coated ambassador, or similae 
(no Pin Stripes or other dampened skins) 
・ 3 cymbal stands, 1 with boom 
・ 1 drum seat, with variable height 
・ 1 foot machine 
・ 1 hihat machine 
・ 1 drum carpet or similar 
・ complete miking: 2 overheads, bass drum and further mikes 
for snare/ toms according to room size 
 
In case of problems with the drums or changes please contact 
directly: Christian Thomé 
thome@thomat.de; phone +49-1522-8728287 
 
1x small table for electronics, ca. 50 x 50 cm, hight 60-70cm 
2x DI-Boxes 
3 x mains 
1x feed (XLR oder Jack) witha submix of all for his 
headphones, no monitor 
 

 



Bodek Janke (drums, Tabla, perc.) 

complete drum kit (preferred is "Yamaha Stage Custom / Studio Custom / Maple Absolute" or "Sonor Lite / 
HiLite" or any similar series. All drumheads should be white, coated “Remo Emperor”, “Evans G2” or similar!),  
 
decently pre-tuned: 
- 1x bass drum (18" or 20") incl. pedal (double foot pedal, if available / pref. Yamaha); 
- min. 3x toms (10", 12", 14" etc.) + adequate hardware 
- 2x snare drums (both 14" size - high & low tuned) + adequate stands 
- min. 4x cymbal stands with filts and screws 
- 1x hihat stand with clutch 
- Cajon (i.e. “Schlagwerk / La Peru” or similar) 
- clean carpet or rug for Tabla (not the same as for drumset!) - stereo mike ! 
- small riser for Tabla (min. 80x80cm and ca. 30cm height), if the stage size allows setup. 
 
- 1 vocal mike 
 
 
 
 
Vegetarian, gluten free and non veg catering please. 
 
Thank You !! 
Markus Stockhausen  
mobile +49 177 7070017 
music@markusstockhausen.de 
 

 


